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Honda EU32i 3.2kw
Silent Generator
Prod Code: 5000-HOND1-24100

Small but mighty
The new Honda EU32i generator is incredibly versatile with high-spec features and an
intelligent design that makes it easy to use, start and carry.

High output. Low emissions.
This newly developed, high-performance engine has built-in fuel-injection. It can be
started with two simple steps – just turn the switch and pull the cord –?and is also very
fuel efficient, as it delivers an impressive amount of power whilst keeping emissions low.

Power you can rely on
Whether it’s required for everyday and professional activities, or just the occasional
emergency use, experience continuous performance from a highly dependable power
supply that you can trust.

Increased fuel efficiency
The generator has fuel-injection to optimise fuel use, and, when engaged, the built-in Eco
Throttle automatically adjusts output to provide the correct amount of power required.

Lightest and most compact in its class
The newly developed design and compact, lightweight shape means you’ll find the EU32i
simple to carry and move to where you need power.

Bluetooth app
A clever smartphone app uses Bluetooth to keep you connected, allowing you to monitor,
operate key functions, and even stop your generator remotely

SPECIFICATIONS

Output Technology Inverter

Type Single Phase

Max output (W) 3200

Voltage stability (%) + or - 1

Output voltage (V) 230

Rated output (W) 2600

Frequency rating (Hz) 50

DC voltage (volts) 12

Power Stability Inverter Technology®

Engine type GX130

Type single cylinder 4-stroke OHV air cooled

Oil capacity 0.46 litre

Starter system recoil

Length 571mm

Width 306mm

Height 452mm

Dry weight (kg) 26.5

Guaranteed noise level (LWA) 91dB(A)

Run Time at Rated Load 3H30

Fuel tank capacity ( litres) 4.6

Fuel type Unleaded petrol


